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DON'T GIVE IN TO THE DARK SIDE

To the Editor:
In "Labor's New Internationalism"

(January/February 2000), Jay Mazur
paints globalization in garish colors as
the enemy of the working class and
demands a "seat at the table" for labor
unions in trade negotiations and at the
World Trade Organization (wTo), "or
else." But he hardly persuades.

First, the recent financial crises that
Mazur recalls and deplores have little to
do with the global freeing of trade. The
sins of one cannot be linked to the virtues
of the other. If the financial system is
broken, the trading system is not what
needs fixing.

Second, Mazur produces no evidence
to sustain his claim that globalization
(outside of the financial crises) "has
dramatically increased inequality between
and within nations" other than "the
most recent U.N. Development Report,"
which is characteristically short on mean-
ingfijl analysis. In fact, most empirical
studies argue exactly the reverse for trade
and direct foreign investment—two of
Mazur's real targets.

Third, Mazur's assertion that the work-
ing class in both the North and the South
is united in its demand for a seat for
unions at the WTO table is simply false.
Prior to Seattle, numerous intellectuals

and nongovernmental organizations
(NGOS) from the developing world issued
a statement against linkage of labor stan-
dards to the WTO. Known as TWIN-SAL,

it was also signed by three trade unions,
including two from India whose mem-
bership totals several million and nears
that of the AFL-CIO—even though these
unions were not actively canvassed.

The reason is straightforward. True,
unions everywhere would like labor rights
to be advanced. But when trade sanctions
are involved. Northern workers see the
resulting trade protection as adding to
their competitive advantage, whereas
Southern workers see it as threatening
their competitive position and hence their
interests. Mazur's U.S. advisers, Hke
many Washington politicians, are so
stuck on trade sanctions and the WTO'S

inclusion of labor standards that they
fail to grasp this elemental point. If they
did understand, they would see that
their agenda must be refocused on using
nontrade instruments like the International
Labor Organization—exactly as some
NGOS and unions from the South and
nearly all Southern governments, many
of them democratic, insist.

Rejecting nontrade measures by cease-
lessly reiterating that the ILO has no teeth
is foolish. Today, with impartial reviews
by an invigorated ILO and an active NGO
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presence to build retribution on such
reviews, a good tongue-lashing could
be more productive than trade sanctions
that invite reciprocal bites.

JAGDISH BHAGWATI

Arthur Lehman Professor of Economics,

Columbia University

To the Editor:

Too little attention has been paid to
the dark consequences of free trade, and
too many misunderstandings of organized
labor's positions on trade matters have
been spread. So the recent article by
Jay Mazur, president of the Union of
Needletrades, Industrial, and Textile
Employees, ŵ as welcomed. It is regret-
table, however, that Mazur did not define
the "new internationalism" beyond suggest-
ing that it is based on "new alliances" with
"environmentalists, human rights groups,
and religious and consumer activists."

The American labor movement has
always been involved with the well-being
of workers in other lands. Its first resolu-
tion on foreign policy, adopted in 1882,
condemned England's unjust treatment
of Ireland and expressed solidarity
with Irish farm laborers. It was Samuel
Gompers, the American Federation of
Labor's first president, who convinced
President Woodrow Wilson of the
need to create the International Labor
Organization within the League of
Nations—the league's only surviving
component today. From 1932 on,
American labor sparked the campaign
to alert the world to the dangers of
Hitler's totalitarianism and to save the
leaders of the unions that he dissolved
within days of taking power—a campaign
led by the former president of Jay Mazur's
union, David Dubinsky.

After World War II, organized labor
helped rebuild democratic trade unions
in Europe. It identified itself with the
nascent trade unions of North Africa,
the Caribbean, and elsewhere in their
struggles to end colonialism, as well as with
the efforts of displaced Jews to create a
homeland in Israel. Later, American
labor fought apartheid, supported the
formation of black trade unions, and was
among the first American organizations
to support sanctions against Rhodesia in
the 1970s and later against South Africa.
In more than 50 countries, the AFL-CIO

helped workers develop independent
unions to protect and advance their
interests, both on the job and in civil
society. It was a relentless foe of aU forms
of totalitarianism. It had and still has
only one test by which to judge a nation:
Is a free and democratic union movement
allowed to fianction there?

Against this background, Mazur writes
that in the post^World War II years the
international role of the labor movement
was "more geopolitical than industrial"
and was defined "mainly through the
prism of anticommunism." Although
this artfiil writing is not intended to
demean the efforts of American unions
to help workers everywhere have free and
independent unions, it does so nonethe-
less. Mazur's article supports those who
denigrate labor's international defense of
free, democratic unions and those who
now suggest that anticommunist activity
was somehow less than honorable.

It suggests that these were cynical
struggles for geopolitical power in which
labor was a pawn of the government,
rather than efforts to ensure that workers
could defend their interests. When David
Dubinsky and his colleagues fought for
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